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Abstract
In this work, we introduce the Fluid framework, a set of lan-
guage, compiler and runtime extensions that allow for the
expression of regions within which dataflow dependencies
can be approximated in a disciplinedmanner. Our framework
allows the eager execution of dependent tasks before their in-
puts have finalized in order to capitalize on situations where
an eagerly-consumed input has a high probability of suffi-
ciently resembling the value or structure of the final value
that would have been produced in a conservative/precise
execution schedule. We introduce controlled access to the
early consumption of intermediate values and provide hooks
for user-specified quality assurance mechanisms that can
automatically enforce re-execution of eagerly-executed tasks
if their output values do not meet heuristic expectations. Our
experimental analysis indicates that the fluidized versions of
the applications bring 22.2% average execution time improve-
ments, over their original counterparts, under the default
values of our fluidization parameters. The Fluid approach is
largely orthogonal to approaches that aim to reduce the task
effort itself and we show that utilizing the Fluid framework
∗Work was done as a student at Pennsylvania State University
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1 Introduction
Many recent works have examined models of approximate
computation as a means of improving performance [57]
and/or energy efficiency [29, 57] for error-tolerant and self-
correcting applications, by coping with unreliable compo-
nents [34], or executing inherently stochastic algorithms [13].
Common approaches among thesemodels include eliding the
execution of certain tasks, or replacing an approximable task
with an entirely different computation that is easier to exe-
cute [26]. A different flavor of approximation has been stud-
ied in the form of data-race tolerant and other scheduling-
robust algorithms under weakened synchronization assump-
tions [7]). For an approximate computation approach to be
viable, the intermediate approximated values consumed by
the following tasks must be close enough to the values gen-
erated by precise computation. Note, however, that once
approximation is allowed and soundness constraints have
therefore been relaxed, there is no obvious reason that the
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communicated value in question only be visible at the end
of an approximate computation; the time at which an ap-
proximate output becomes visible to a subsequent consumer
is at least as amenable to approximation as the process of the
production of the value itself.
This observation leads directly to the exploration of for-

warding the eager executed data. Conceptually, the execution
of any workflow can be considered as a sequence of inter-
dependent kernels and each kernel, in turn, as a sequence
of interdependent tasks. Each task can be viewed as con-
suming a set of inputs and can act in turn as a producer of
the values consumed by other tasks. In a precise computa-
tion, any particular execution represents a schedule, serial
or parallel, that obeys the dependencies expressed among
these producers and consumers. In an approximate compu-
tation, however, there can be opportunities to forward the
approximate data between the tasks. The key challenge in de-
scribing and exploiting these opportunities lies in annotating
the dependency between the tasks, as well as ensuring some
user-defined quality controllers at the boundaries between
approximate and precise computations.
To boost such approximable applications, recent studies

either break the data dependency or relax the synchroniza-
tion to increase the degree of parallelism [11, 14, 17, 24, 38,
42, 44, 49, 62, 69, 71, 84]. Unfortunately, none of these works
presents a general framework which allows users to specify
the condition of breaking the dependency. As a result, in
this paper, we present Fluid, a novel paradigm for expressing
“eager execution” by relaxing the inter-kernel or inter-task
data dependency constraints. We adapt an object-oriented
model to encapsulate all accesses to the set of data structures
utilized within a particular region of approximately concur-
rent execution, and to control the data forwarding between
precise and approximate portions of execution. Fluid also
employs a user-specified “satisfaction (quality) function”, as
a means of providing a heuristic for throttling or abandon-
ing a particular path of eager computation to mitigate error.
Specific contributions of this work include:
•We propose a Fluid Framework1 for data dependency re-

laxation which can operate on “partially computed” values,
and provide interfaces that let users readily express execu-
tions exploiting Fluid Concurrency for performance while
controlling the magnitude of approximation-induced errors.
•We give the details of the programming language, com-

piler and runtime support to realize Fluid as a set of pragma
extensions to C++. Our compiler consumes these pragmas
to produce standard C++ programs that interact with the
Fluid runtime system. We report that, on average, one needs
to insert only 12.4 pragmas per application program, which
corresponds to 3.9% of the total program lines.
•We evaluate the fluidized versions of eight applications

and show, on average, 22.2% latency improvements, over

1The source code of Fluid is available at https://github.com/j9650/Fluid.git.

… …
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Figure 1. (a). Different types of task graphs in applications,
red triangles are Fluid regions while the white circle rep-
resent tasks; (b). Multiple Fluid regions between non-Fluid
regions; (c). A Fluid region with multiple output regions; (d).
Tasks invocations within a Fluid/non-Fluid region.

their precise counterparts, with 1.4% reduction in accuracy,
for empirically-chosen Fluid valve hyperparameters.
•We demonstrate that Fluid approximation cleanly com-

poses with multi-threaded applications (Edge Detection and
K-means) indicates that Fluid brings additional performance
benefits over conventional multithreading.

2 Approximated Data Dependency
In an execution model that schedules a set of producers and
consumers, there are three potential opportunities for deriv-
ing benefits from scheduling a consumer early. First, if the
input to the consumer has already attained its “final value”
before all possible updates have been applied, then starting
at the earliest point where this is true would be beneficial
for any consumer. The second case is where, while subse-
quent updates will change the value, the current value is
“indistinguishable” from the final value from the perspective
of the consumer. The consumer will generate the identical
output no matter if it consumes the current value or the
final value. Third, while subsequent updates to input 𝑋 to
a consumer task 𝐶 will change the value of 𝑋 , and do so in
ways that change𝐶 (𝑋 ),𝐶 is inherently approximate and the
difference between 𝐶 (𝑋𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 ) and 𝐶 (𝑋𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 ) is within the
“approximation tolerance”.

Clearly, not all code regions are amenable to approxima-
tion. Real applications consist of both precise and approx-
imable code. For instance, precise business logic may interact
with outputs produced by approximable natural language
processing kernels within a larger decision-making work-
flow. Additionally, approximability and producer-consumer
relationships can be hierarchical, e.g. inter-method approxi-
mation is possible within an approximate kernel. Figure 1(a)
shows a set of example data dependence graphs present
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within and among kernels. These range from simple single-
producer-consumer inter-kernel sequences (leftmost) to ker-
nels decomposed into pairs of producer-consumer approx-
imable methods in a non-approximable sequence (center-
left), long chains of consumers that are producers for the
following kernel in a workflow (center-right), and multi-
producer-multi-consumer relationships (rightmost). While
clearly non-exhaustive, even these few examples point to
the diversity of dependency approximation scenarios and
the potential benefits of eager execution.
Figure 1(b) and (c) show different possible relationships

between precise (rectangle) and approximate (triangle) code
regions.Without loss of generality, we consider these regions
as single-entry: If a region is not naturally single-entry, an
additional (header) task can be added on which all other
potential points of task initiation are made dependent. We
further constrain data visibility in our model such that, for
any data that is an output of the region, there is an associ-
ated readiness function that can restrict accesses from other
regions which will, at a minimum, ensure that no subsequent
updates to the output value (which may be simple data or
an entire data structure) will be made by the producing re-
gion. More restrictive readiness functions can be used to
i) control inter-region parallelism (e.g., output barriers), ii)
enforce quality constraints and heuristics, or iii) bound the
scope required for reasoning about rollback or other specula-
tion management mechanisms. In the following sections, we
describe our specific approach to exploiting “intra-region”
concurrency for approximable regions, Fluid, in detail and
also describe our implementation of the associated compiler
and runtime support to enable its unique features.

3 Fluid Execution
In this paper, we primarily focus on the potential improve-
ments in concurrency within a single approximable region.
Our approach employs a “guard” that manages the tasks
of starting, terminating, and restarting. The start and end
of each task are controlled by associated “valve” functions
that communicate the satisfaction of eagerness and quality
constraints to the guard managing that task.

3.1 Overview of Fluid Execution
Our Fluid framework builds atop an object-oriented pro-
gramming model and introduces the new features described
in Table 1. We list the Fluid concepts in the left column and
their corresponding definitions in the right column.2
To see Fluid’s major concepts in action, consider a high-

level view of a program as a set of data-dependent tasks
which consist of some serial invocation of methods according

2Note that, while the way we envision and implement the Fluid execution
blends very well with object-oriented computing, we believe the Fluid data
concept can be exploited in other programming paradigms as well.

to the program logic. Figure 1(d) shows such a breakdown, ex-
panding an inter-region sequence, showing an approximate
(Fluid) region sandwiched between two precise, sequential
task regions. While each rectangular region contains some
fixed ordering of task invocations, each Fluid region con-
sists of multiple schedulable Fluid tasks and their associated
static dataflow graph. The nodes of this graph correspond
to tasks (dynamic instances of methods) and an edge from
node A to node B captures the dataflow between them. A
valve function is associated with the Fluid Data between two
tasks to determine whether this data is ready for consuming.
Note that, unlike in the precise program, the valve function
may return true even the data is not (yet) fully produced. A
task in the Fluid region can start its execution as soon as all
of the valves that control its input data are satisfied. Each
leaf task in a Fluid region has end valves that collectively
constitute its associated quality function. Eagerly computed
data cannot leave a Fluid region until satisfying the quality
function. It is interesting to note that setting all valves to
require the completion of antecedents within the dataflow
graph will result in a "precise execution" of the entire task
graph. Since multiple valves (attached to different edges) can
be satisfied independently (and in parallel), multiple tasks
can execute concurrently in a Fluid region, resulting in what
we call “Fluid Concurrency” (more on this later).

Consider the example shown in Figure 1(d). Execution
starts with a Non-Fluid region and generates data 𝐼𝑛. 𝐼𝑛 is
sent to a Fluid region as the input. Within the Fluid region,
task1 receives 𝐼𝑛 as the input and generates𝐴 and 𝐵. At some
point, task2 and task3 take their inputs and generate 𝐶 and
𝐷 , respectively. Note that task2 and task3 may start their
executions before task1 has finished. Also, task2 and task3
can be started at different times and run in parallel. Later,
task4 takes𝐶 as the input and generates 𝐸. Finally, when the
valve functions are satisfied, task5 takes 𝐷 and 𝐸 as input
and generates 𝑂𝑢𝑡 . If 𝑂𝑢𝑡 meets the end quality check, this
Fluid region has finished and the next region starts.

3.2 Fluid Concurrency
Our proposed Fluid programming paradigm enables a new
type of concurrency, called Fluid Concurrency, which comes
in two flavors: Intra-Region Concurrency and Inter-Region
Concurrency. In the former one, the different tasks in a Fluid
region can be executed concurrently if the corresponding
valves evaluate to true. Note, however, that valve satisfaction
only implies the corresponding task becomes schedulable –
exactly when it starts its execution depends on resource
availability as well as the underlying scheduling strategy
employed (Section 6 discusses our runtime system).
The initial data that triggers the execution of a region is

non-Fluid, and the output data resulting from the execution
of a region is also non-Fluid. As such, fluidity (that is, Fluid
Concurrency) is confined within the boundaries of a Fluid
region. Consequently, even an otherwise sequential (single
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threaded) program can take advantage of the Fluid concur-
rency offered by our programming paradigm. While a Fluid
region has only one input, it can have multiple outputs, each
driving a Fluid or non-Fluid region. As a result, multiple Fluid
regions can execute concurrently, as depicted in Figure 1(b),
leading to inter-region concurrency.

In comparison, in a conventional multi-threaded/parallel
programming, execution is governed by/constrained by strict
data synchronizations between parallel computations, which
limits potential parallelism due to the full-accuracy require-
ment. In Fluid, on the other hand, we can exploit concurrency
between fluid tasks by the approximation of data (which is
controlled by valves). We want to emphasize that, it is also
possible for a program to take advantage of both conven-
tional parallelism and Fluid parallelism, e.g., each individual
thread of a multi-threaded program can employ intra- and
inter-region Fluid concurrency. In our experiments presented
later, we also evaluate such parallel application programs.

3.3 Discussion
•Whydoweneed anewapproximation framework?

Currently, the task of coding new approximate versions of al-
gorithms is both labor intensive and not particularly portable.
Rather than requiring a programmer to develop an entirely
new approximate algorithm to replace a precise one, Fluid
allows programmers to use high level, portable language con-
structs to encode approximation into sequence relationships
among well-defined, existing tasks. While this can be done
manually, without language support (akin to how one can
write an object-oriented program in a non-object-oriented
language), doing so for every approximation transformation
would be prohibitive. Moreover, Fluid’s approximation knobs
can easily compose with existing approximate codes.
•Why build Fluid into an OOP paradigm? There are

two key reasons that we have implemented Fluid as an ex-
tension to an OOP language. First, it is important that there
be a means of isolating approximable Fluid data, as it goes
through its intermediate, non-final states, from being ac-
cessed by any functions that were not explicitly written to
operate on such Fluid data. The data encapsulation aspect of
OOP is a sufficient and convenient means of providing this
functionality. Second, the functions that operate on Fluid
data are not invoked in a procedural fashion, but rather be-
gin their execution based on properties of the associated
(approximable) Fluid data. This naturally leads to a data-first
organization of data and execution, many aspects of which
are easily captured by existing OOP paradigms.
•What types of approximation scenarios synergize

with Fluid? Fluid approximation is applicable whenever
there is a producer-consumer relationship with the follow-
ing property: The intermediate state of the producer can be
interpreted to generate a “meaningful value” with the same
type as the eventual producer output. This can be as simple,
for example, as using the currently observed minimum in

a min() function as the current state of the producer and
exposing it, or as complex as exporting a snapshot of the
state of all mesh elements in an iterative relaxation problem.
In general, many optimization problems are fundamentally
iterative, and therefore can conceivably be fluidized.
•How do we expect programmers to use this frame-

work? The user needs to make three key decisions: i) What
type of valve will control a Fluid dependency, ii) what thresh-
old/condition setting will be used for that valve, and iii) what
quality metric, if any, will be used to determine whether the
consumers eagerly met expectations for output quality. Our
framework allows these decisions to be made and applied in
a disciplined and explicable fashion. It provides a set of stan-
dard valves to cover common scenarios and allows the user
to easily produce, if desired, "application-specific" valves and
quality functions to match the needs of their algorithms and
inputs. Section 4 provides a concrete example of how an
application programmer will fluidize an existing application.
We also want to mention that, in general, only a small set
of annotations need to be added to the program to achieve
desired approximation-performance tradeoff.

More broadly, when programmers fluidize a program, they
will have to consider how to integrate Fluid parallelism with
existing environments and platforms. Specifically, we expect
that most programmers will use Fluid in conjunction with
standard libraries that may not have been designed for Fluid
execution. If the library calls within the program are used
in an iterative fashion to produce an output that progresses
through a sequence of internally consistent states, then, even
if the library call may not be trivially fluidized internally, then
a fluid region can still be constructed around the sequence of
calls. However, in some cases, large portions of the work in
a program may be occurring within individual library calls.
For example, a CNN developer may rely on the BLAS [10]
library’s SGEMM function. In the near term, wewould expect
developers interested in aggressive performance tuning to
implement a Fluid version of the SGEMM functionwith valve,
count and quality function support. Our vision, however, is
for the collective work of such developers to lead to extended
libraries that support both Fluid and non-Fluid versions of
heavyweight functions suitable for fluidization.
• Limitations of the current implementation. Firstly,

Fluid only focuses on true dependencies as they are the pri-
mary mechanism through which data are transferred across
tasks/functions. Multiple tasks defining the same (storage-
associated) output will need to use Fluid’s sync function to
preserve anti-dependency ordering. Secondly, Fluid is based
on an OOP paradigm. As such, “class” is the central concept
in our model. An advantage of using classes is that they en-
capsulate the Fluid data and the Fluid methods that operate
on them. We want to emphasize, however, that our approach
to concurrency (Fluid concurrency) is entirely different from
existing concurrent OOP paradigms (e.g., Actor based pro-
gramming [2]), where objects themselves are the primary
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Table 1. Major concepts in the Fluid programming paradigm.

Concept Definition
Fluid Valve A condition function which returns true or false. It can be used to control the start and end of a task.
Fluid Guard A processing entity that manages the execution sate of a Fluid task based on its valves or data dependence.
Fluid Member A Fluid method or Fluid data.
Fluid Class A type of class with Fluid members that encapsulates both the data and code subject to approximation.
Fluid Object An instance of a Fluid class.
Fluid Method A function defined in a Fluid class. Fluid methods may call non-Fluid methods, but the reverse is restricted.
Fluid Data A data structure declared as Fluid. It can only be accessed by Fluid methods while in a non-final state.
Fluid Task A dynamic instance of a Fluid method. Its execution is managed by a guard. It can be triggered by other tasks.

Fluid Region Each Fluid object defines a Fluid region which is represented as a graph where each vertex corresponds to a Fluid task, and each edge
is labeled by a Fluid data. Only leaf tasks can have end valves. Each Fluid object has a scheduler. Each Fluid task has a state machine.

concurrency primitives. In contrast, in our approach, objects
are not executed in parallel; however, different tasks within
an object (in the case of intra-region parallelism) as well as
tasks that belong to different objects (in the case of inter-
region parallelism) are executed concurrently. Thirdly, in our
model, only the leaf nodes in a region tree have associated
end valve functions, and the intermediate nodes do not. This
is mainly because allowing intermediate nodes also to have
end valve functions would make the determination of the
termination of the intermediate nodes quite difficult. More
specifically, the termination condition for intermediate nodes
depends only on topology information (e.g., all of its chil-
dren have completed). Fourthly, a region can have only one
input but multiple outputs. Further, the input and all outputs
should be non-Fluid. This is because, as discussed earlier, we
wanted a region to be a self-contained entity, which can be
plugged into any suitable place in a given program code or
used as a modular kernel replacement in a larger workload.
However, one can also imagine scenarios where a region
would prefer Fluid data as input. We believe that, in most of
such cases, the two regions involved can be combined into
one region. Fifthly, the Fluid framework only supports 1-D
arrays as Fluid data. However, the users can index the array
by themselves, e.g., they can specify a 2-D 𝑁 by𝑀 array by
specifying a 1-D array with a size of N×M. Lastly, a Fluid
program will suffer from a high overhead if the application
contains many tasks since each task will create a new thread.
Also, if the number of tasks is more than the number of the
cores of the machine, Fluid will probably not achieve good
speedup. Using a thread-pool will clearly mitigate these over-
heads, but that feature is not yet supported in the current
version of Fluid.

4 Program Language Support
In this section, we describe the syntax and semantics of the
proposed pragma-based Fluid extensions to C++, and provide
a concrete example of fluidizing a real piece of code.

FluidDef :: __Fluid__ 
FluidStmt :: | 

PragmaStmt :: | | | 
DataPra :: #pragma data {data_type ; } | #pragma data {data_type ∗ ; }

CountPra :: #pragma count {data_type ; }
ValvePra :: #pragma valve {data_type ( ...); }
TaskPra :: #pragma task <<< _ , , , , >>> ()

Figure 2. Syntax of the Fluid Language.

__Fluid__ class EdgeDetection{
public:

#pragma data {Image *d1;}
#pragma data {Image *d2;}
#pragma data {Image *d3;}
#pragma count {int ct;} 
#pragma valve {ValveCT v1;}
#pragma valve {ValveCT v2;}
void Gaussian(Image *input_img, Image *output_img, count ct); 
void Sobel(Image *input_img,  Image *output_img);
void Region();
Image *input_img, *img_after_Gaussian, *output_img;  };

void EdgeDetection::Region () { 
d1->init(input_img);
d2->init(img_after_gaussian);
d3->init(output_img);
ct.init(0);
#pragma task <<<t1, {}, {}, {d1}, {d2}>>>Gaussian( input_img, img_after_gaussian, ct);
v1.init(ct, 0.4*input_img->size);
v2.init(ct, input_img->size);
#pragma task <<<t2, {v1}, {v2}, {t1}, {d2}, {d3}>>>Sobel(img_after_gaussian, output_img);
sync(t2);  };

void main() {
EdgeDetection *S1 = new EdgeDetection, *S2 = new EdgeDetection;
…
S1->Region();
S2->Region();
sync();  }

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
…
25
26
27

Figure 3. Programmer-level code using Fluid pragmas.

4.1 Syntax and Semantics
Figure 2 describes the syntax of the Fluid language exten-
sions. For a given statement in an application source code,
the programmer can employ fluidity through explicit use of
FluidDef and PragmaStmt.
FluidDef: The __Fluid__ keyword in a class declaration
declares it to be a Fluid class. A Fluid class must satisfy the fol-
lowing properties: i) it must contain a public Region()method;
ii) it must contain at least one Fluid data member and one
Fluid method. Invoking Region() will, among other initial-
ization functions, construct a Fluid Task Tree based on static
data dependencies among the class’s Fluid method functions
(also referred to as “tasks”). Fluid data will be shared between
a parent and a child. Only Fluid methods can take Fluid data
as parameters; iii) there should be only one root task for the
task tree, and there should at least one leaf task; and iv) a
task can only be scheduled in the Region() function; other
non-Fluid methods cannot invoke a Fluid method. However,
a Fluid method can invoke a non-Fluid method.
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PragmaStmt:We use #pragma data, #pragma count, and
#pragma valve to annotate predefined types, and we use
#pragma task to schedule a task in our Fluid framework.
The data pragma declares a Fluid data member that will

be shared between two Fluid tasks, whose value may be
used to trigger the execution of dependent Fluid tasks. There
are two different ways to make the declaration. If the Fluid
data is a variable, (e.g., an integer 𝑥), we can indicate that
𝑥 is a Fluid data directly by using “#pragma data {int x};”.
Second, we can also indicate that an array is a Fluid object.
Take an integer array “𝑖𝑛𝑡 ∗𝐴”, as an example. We declare a
Fluid data by “#pragma data {int *d};”, and then initialize
𝑑 by “𝑑 ← 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 (𝐴)”, meaning that 𝑑 is a Fluid data, and the
value of 𝑑 corresponds to the values of the elements in 𝐴.

The count pragma provides introspection on the state
of Fluid data by counting related events or tracking key
statistics. For example, it can be used to monitor the number
of updates performed on a Fluid data in a Fluid task, and it can
also be used to record the average value of an array of Fluid
data. Specifically, a counter 𝑐𝑡 is declared as a predefined
type __count__<T>. The template type T can be any generic
type offered in C++. For example, we can declare an integer
count 𝑐𝑡 by “#pragma count {int ct};”. We can use 𝑐𝑡 to
monitor the number of updates to Fluid data 𝑥 by invoking
“𝑐𝑡++;” after each update of 𝑥 .

The valve pragma includes the declaration of a valve,
which is a predefined class in our framework. It will check
whether a Fluid data is satisfied and returns either true or
false at any given time. For example, a 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑣𝑒 (valveCT)
accepts two parameters: a count 𝑐𝑡 , and a threshold 𝑡 . 𝑥 mon-
itors the number of updates to a Fluid data 𝑑 . The check
function, on the other hand, keeps comparing the value of
𝑥 with a programmer-defined “threshold” 𝑡 , and the count
valve is said to be satisfied when 𝑥 > 𝑡 , which means that
the Fluid data 𝑑 has been updated more than 𝑡 times.
The task pragma is used to invoke a Fluid task. A task

is a proxy of a member function in the Fluid class, and it
consists of two parts: a guard (<<< >>>) and a function
(func()). The guard has five fields. The first field (𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒)
names the task. The second field (𝑆𝑉 ) indicates the start valve
set. The semantics is that 𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑐 () cannot start its execution
until all its valves are satisfied. The third field, 𝐸𝑉 , is a set
of valves for the end condition of this task – collectively,
these valves implement an output quality function. Recall
from the discussion in Section 3.3 that only a leaf task in a
Fluid region can contain a non-empty set of end valves. A
task is considered as having produced an output of sufficient
quality only when all end valves are satisfied. Satisfaction
of this quality property is used in re-execution decisions
and task/region-level descheduling operations performed
by the runtime system described in detail in Section 6. The
fourth (𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑠) and fifth (𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑠) fields are two sets of Fluid
data, which refer to the inputs and outputs of this task. Note
that the input and output data for each task determine the

topology of a Fluid region. For example, if a Fluid data 𝑑 is
listed in the𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑠 field of a task 𝑡1 and the 𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑠 field of
task 𝑡2, we can infer that there is a data dependency between
𝑡1 and 𝑡2. Task 𝑡1 is the parent node of task 𝑡2 in the task
tree of this Fluid region. The function part func() must be a
Fluid method that is a member of this Fluid class.

4.2 Synchronization APIs
We support synchronization APIs in our framework in or-
der to control the parallelism between and within the Fluid
regions. More specifically, the 𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑐 (...) API is used to imple-
ment a barrier synchronization and guarantee that a specified
set of tasks are finished at a given point in execution. It can
take a single task as a parameter and blocks until the task
finishes. It can also take an instance of a Fluid class as its
parameter to wait for all the tasks in that Fluid instance to
finish. If no parameter is specified, it blocks the program
until all scheduled tasks in the program finish.

4.3 A Fluid Code Example: Edge Detection
We demonstrate the fluidization of Sobel filter-based Edge
Detection [90] as an example of how an application source
code is modified using our Fluid language extensions. In
this edge detection algorithm, we first apply a Gaussian fil-
ter on all the pixels of the image to remove the noise and
then use the Sobel filter to calculate the gradient for each
pixel to select the edges based on the gradient value. Fig-
ure 3 shows the fluidized code. There are only two tasks (𝑡1
and 𝑡2) in the task graph of the Fluid region. Fluid data 𝑑1,
𝑑2 and 𝑑3 correspond, respectively, to the input image, the
internal image after Gaussian filter, and the output image.
Note that 𝑑2 is shared between 𝑡1 and 𝑡2, which indicates
that there exists a data dependence between the two tasks.
Task 𝑡1 corresponds to Gaussian(). It takes 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡_𝑖𝑚𝑔 (𝑑1)
as input, applies the Gaussian filter on each and every pixel
on the image, and stores the output in 𝑖𝑚𝑔_𝑎𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑔𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛
(𝑑2). Task 𝑡2 corresponds to the Fluid method Sobel(). It
reads from 𝑖𝑚𝑔_𝑎𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑔𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛 (𝑑2) and outputs its result
to 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡_𝑖𝑚𝑔 (𝑑3). The count 𝑐𝑡 is used to monitor how
many updates have been performed so far on 𝑑2. The two
count valves, 𝑣1 and 𝑣2, check whether the number of up-
dates is greater than the specified thresholds. The start valve
𝑣1 indicates that 𝑡2 cannot start its execution until at least
40% of 𝑑2 has been updated in 𝑡1. The end valve 𝑣2 indicates
that the execution of 𝑡2 is not considered acceptable unless
all pixels of 𝑑2 have been updated before 𝑡2 finishes execut-
ing. This enforces the requirement that, if only a few pixels
are smoothed by the Gaussian filter before Sobel finishes
(e.g. Sobel raced too far ahead of Gaussian), the execution
considers the result inaccurate and 𝑡2 is re-executed.

4.4 Valve and Threshold Selection and Automation
Exploiting Fluid parallelism relies on identifying proxies
for the maturation of Fluid data that can be encoded as
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class EdgeDetection{
public:

fluid::data *d1;  // #pragma data {RgbImage *d1;}
fluid::data *d2;  // #pragma data {RgbImage *d2;}
fluid::data *d3; // #pragma data {RgbImage *d3;}
fluid::count<int> ct; // #pragma count {int ct;}
fluid::ValveCT v1;  // #pragma valve {ValveCT v1;}
fluid::ValveCT v2;  // #pragma valve {ValveCT v2;}
void Gaussian(Image *input_img, Image *output_img, int *ct); 
void Sobel(Image *input_img, Image *output_img);
void Region();
Image *input_img, *img_after_Gaussian, *output_img;
fluid::TaskScheduler *ts;  }

void EdgeDetection::Region () { 
d1->init(input_img);
d2->init(img_after_gaussian);
d3->init(output_img);
ct.init(0);
//#pragma task <<<t1, {}, {}, {d1}, {d2}>>>Gaussian(input_img, img_after_gaussian, ct);
auto tpb__t1 = std::bind(&EdgeDetection::Gaussian, this, input_img, img_after_Gaussian, ct.ct());
auto tp__t1 = ts->NewFunc<decltype(tpb__t1)>({d1}, {d2}, tpb__t1);
fluid::Task *t1 = ts->NewTask->newTask({}, {}, tp__t1); 
//#pragma task <<<t2, {v1()}, {t1}>>>Sobel(img_after_gaussian, output_img);
auto v1_ = v1.init(ct, 0.4* input_img->size);
auto v2_ = v2.init(ct, input_img->size);
auto tpb__t2 = std::bind(&EdgeDetection::Sobel, this, img_after_Gaussian, output_img);
auto tp__t2 = ts->NewFunc<decltype(tpb__t1)>({d2}, {d3}, tpb__t2);
fluid::Task *t2 = ts->newTask({v1_}, {v2_}, tp__t2); 
sync(t2);  };

Void main() {
EdgeDetection *S1 = new EdgeDetection, S2 = new EdgeDetection;
…
S1->Region();
S2->Region();
sync();  }

1
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Figure 4. Code from Figure 3 after pragma translation.
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Figure 5. State machine for a Fluid task.

valves. Fluid directly supports iteration count and value sta-
bility proxies, but other tasks may have data-structure or
algorithm-specific metrics that better indicate whether Fluid
data is useful to consume. Correctly understanding what
the best measures of partial completion will be to trigger
each task requires either domain knowledge on the part of
the programmer or a substantial training set from which
ML techniques can be used to discover relevant features. In
general, both valves and thresholds could be inserted and con-
trolled, to some degree, by the compiler and runtime. Firstly,
the user specifies a minimum degree of execution/fulfillment
of a property by a producer of Fluid data and, therefore, any
effective threshold value between the specified value and full
serialization is valid. This means that a Fluid runtime is free
to dynamically adjust the threshold based on whether this
valve participated in a chain of tasks that failed its quality
function. We will discuss more details in section 6.1. Also,
ML-based policies could be deployed to auto-tune both the
types of valves and the thresholds. This would only be safe
to automate for task chains that end in user-specified qual-
ity functions that would act as implicit lower bounds on
the thresholds generated by the runtime. Our implemen-
tation does not have these features yet. The evaluation of
tradeoffs between runtime complexity and performance im-
provements from auto-tuning is a topic of future work.

5 Compiler Support
We implemented a source-to-source translator from scratch
that automaticallymaps a pragma-based fluidized application

code into an equivalent C++ code. Since our task scheduler
always works with a valid topological sort of data dependen-
cies, the fluidized code will be correctly compiled even if all
pragmas are ignored – but in that case it will not make any
use of approximate concurrency. Note also that a fluidized
program compiled by the Fluid framework can specify the
task scheduling declarations in any order and would still
execute correctly. To show how our translator works in prac-
tice, we focus on the edge detection code from Figure 3. Our
compiler automatically translates this user-written code to
the equivalent C++ code shown in Figure 4.

Firstly, in the declaration of a Fluid class, the pragmas are
unwrapped, and each type is translated to our pre-defined
data type (lines 3 to 8).We add a “TaskScheduler” 𝑡𝑠 at the end
of the declaration, which will be utilized in future scheduling
of the tasks. 𝑡𝑠 also provides internal interfaces for binding
Fluid methods and Fluid data into schedulable task-execution
functions, and for generating task objects that couple the
guard and task-execution functions together.

Secondly, our compiler translates the task scheduling state-
ments. For example, task 𝑡1 is translated to the code encap-
sulated between lines 20 and 22. The first statement (line 20)
binds the Fluid method function with its parameters. The
second statement (line 21) generates a new task-execution
function, with internal task-scheduler interface, and asso-
ciates it with the Fluid data members specified in its input
and output sets. The third statement (line 22) uses an inter-
nal function 𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 () to construct a new, schedulable task
entity, visible to the task scheduler, by coupling the guard
thread and the task-execution function together. If the task
contains start or end valves (e.g., 𝑡2), we make a new instance
of the valves before we construct the task. That is, in lines 24
and 25, we create two new instances of ValveCT (𝑣1 and 𝑣2)
with the parameters of the valve. The valve will be passed
to the task in line 28 by setting the parameters of its guard.

Thirdly, since some of the tasks take count as a parameter,
we slightly change the variable type for the count. When we
pass the count to a method, we also pass the address of the
memory where we store the count value. We use “𝑐𝑡 .𝑐𝑡 ()” to
obtain the address of the memory where we store the value.
Also, for each Fluid method that takes count as a parameter,
we change the type from count to the corresponding type
of pointer. For example, since 𝑐𝑡 is a count variable with the
type of “int”, we change its type to “int*” in line 9.

6 Runtime Support
To support the Fluid, our runtime system includes three inter-
related components: guard thread, Fluid states, and Fluid state
machine. Each task passes through specific states during its
execution, as specified by the Fluid state machine. The execu-
tion of each task is controlled by its own guard thread. The
guard thread is launched upon the initiation of a Fluid task
and is terminated when the Fluid task finishes its execution.
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6.1 State Machine for Fluid Tasks
As shown in Figure 5, a Fluid task is always in one of seven
states: (I) initialization, (CS) start checking, (R) running,
(CE) end checking, (C) completion, (W) waiting, and (D)
dependence-stalled (waiting for antecedent tasks to update
task inputs before re-executing). A Fluid task is initialized
in I when the execution flow reaches its constructor within
a 𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛() call. A separate guard thread is created by our
framework to provide the guard functionality for each new
task. This guard thread continuously checks the start valves
before the task can start its execution. Once all valves are
satisfied, the task is eligible to run (R). When a Fluid task
finishes its execution, it will be in the CE state where end
conditions are checked. The transition from CE to C can
be triggered by any of the following three conditions: i) a
non-empty set of end valves all return true (i.e., this task is
a leaf node and the output satisfies all quality measure); ii)
all inputs to this task were, prior to the start of the execu-
tion, computed with non-Fluid values (which means that the
output of this task is already identical to that which would
have been produced in a precise execution); or iii) all the
descendant Fluid tasks of this task in the task graph are in
the completion state. If none of these three conditions are
satisfied, the Fluid task transitions to W, waiting for further
signals and preparing for potential re-execution. During the
stay in the W state, three state transitions can potentially
take place, depending on the signal received. First, a transi-
tion to the C state ( 1 ) can be triggered by the completion
signals received from the descendant tasks, indicating that
all the descendant tasks are in the completion state and there
is no need to re-execute this task. Second, the task will tran-
sition to the running state ( 2 ) when it receives an input
data update signal from its parent tasks. Since the parent
tasks have generated more accurate input data, the task will
use the updated data to re-execute and itself generate new
outputs. It might happen that the task starts its re-execution
and then all of its descendant tasks send completion signals.
To address such cases, we also implemented an early termina-
tion mechanism to stop the task’s execution and relinquish
the occupied resources for other waiting tasks. Third, the
task will transition to the D state ( 3 ) if it receives a request
signal from any of its child tasks. This is because, when
the request signal is received, the task needs to re-execute
to generate more accurate results for its descendant tasks.
However, the task should not start its re-execution until a
more accurate input data is produced by its parent tasks.
Therefore, it enters the D state to wait for its parents to send
signals indicating that a more accurate data has actually been
generated. Upon receiving this signal, it transitions to the R
state for re-execution ( 4 ). In the current implementation,
the Fluid data are shared between producer and consumer
tasks within the same memory locations.

We want to emphasize that our task re-execution mecha-
nism helps users automatically adjust/modulate valve thresh-
olds. Specifically, the programmer specifies the 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚

thresholds. Our runtime would then dynamically adjust the
threshold between the programmer-specified threshold and
full serialization, since increasing the threshold increases the
accuracy of the output. More specifically, we re-execute the
consumer with more precise input data if it fails the quality
check. For example, consider a dependency-chain (A1->A2-
>A3). If A3 fails the quality check, it re-executes with more
precise data from A2 (since A2 keeps executing while A3
executes). Similarly, if A3’s quality check fails even when ex-
ecuting after A2 finishes, A2 re-executes with a more precise
version of input from A1. All tasks keep getting triggered un-
til the final task meets the quality-check, although a task will
not re-execute if its input is the result of fully serialized an-
cestor tasks. For example, after A1 finishes its execution, this
means it has generated complete/precise data (as it would
generate in a non-Fluid execution), and never re-executes.
If A2 uses that complete data for one round of re-execution,
after this round finishes, A2 has also generated its complete
(most accurate) data. In the worst-case, all tasks run with
complete/precise data and finally generate precise output,
which would be identical to the output of the corresponding
non-Fluid program, and the quality check is overridden.

6.2 Fluid Region Scheduling
Recall from the discussion in Section 3 that both the input
and output of a Fluid region are non-Fluid data. Therefore,
we adopt a first-come-first-serve policy to schedule the re-
gions. Specifically, a Fluid region starts its execution when i)
its input data are ready, and ii) there are available execution
resources. One may envision more sophisticated scheduling
mechanisms for multiple regions based on the region char-
acteristics, such as shortest-job-first scheduling [72], or data
locality concerns. However, we found that FCFS performs
well enough for our tested applications, and postpone the
exploration of more sophisticated scheduling strategies to
future work.

7 Evaluation
We evaluate our proposed Fluid framework using eight ap-
plications (or computational kernels). We want to emphasize
that our goal in this section is not to defend a particular
fluidization strategy for a given benchmark, and we do not
claim that the particular approach used in each benchmark to
fluidize it is the best one.3 Instead, our goal is to demonstrate
that Fluid computation can be used to encode various approx-
imate computing opportunities across different applications,
and that doing so can lead to reductions in execution times

3We postpone automatic fluidization of non-Fluid applications to a future
study. The application programs in this work have been hand-fluidized.
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Table 2. Characteristics of our fluidized workloads.

Application Producer Consumer How to fluidize tot/pragma (app) tot/pragma (region)

K-means [90] Assign Cluster
for each pixel

Re-calculate the
cluster centers

Start calculating the center before
all pixels are assigned a cluster 489 / 12 / 2.5% 146 / 11 / 7.5%

Bellman-ford (BF) [78] One relax iteration Next relax iteration Start next relax iteration before relax all vertices 188 / 13 / 7.0% 85 / 13 / 15.0%

Graph Coloring (GC) [82] Find local
maximum vertex

Color the
vertices

Coloring selected nodes before
find out all local maximum vertices 307 / 8 / 2.6% 118 / 7 / 5.9%

Edge Detection (ED) [90] Noise removal filter Edge detection Start detecting edges with noisy images 245 / 9 / 3.7% 128 / 8 / 6.2%
FFT [90] Sin/Cos value Calculate FFT Calculate FFT with approximate sin/cos values 459 / 17 / 3.7% 180 / 16 / 8.9%
DCT [90] Cos value calculate sum Calculate sum with approximate cos values 325 / 14 / 4.3% 246 / 13 / 5.3%
Neural Network (NN) [52, 79] Previous layer Next layer Start next layer before all feature calculated 427 / 17 / 4.0% 263 / 16 / 6.1%

MedusaDock (MD) [39, 93] Calculate Docking
energy of poses

Select lowest
energy poses

Start selecting poses when the a portion of
the poses are processed 200 / 9 / 4.5% 148 / 8 / 5.4%
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Figure 6. Fluidized accuracy and latency, normalized to orig-
inal version.

without much loss in accuracy. Further, we do not exhaus-
tively tune the parameters associated with each valve – the
parameters are selected illustratively rather than optimally.

7.1 Applications and Methodology
Applications: We use a 20-core Intel Xeon-based platform
with 32GB memory in our experiments. We evaluate Fluid
on eight applications from different areas considering both
intra-kernel and inter-kernel level fluidization. Table 2 lists
the important characteristics of the applications used in this
study. For each application, we show the corresponding pro-
ducer/consumer tasks and how we fluidize the application.
We also list the number of pragmas in the Fluid version of the
code and its ratio to the entire program lines. At a high level,
we can divide our applications into 4 classes, based on the
type of the task graphs they possess. As shown in Figure 1(a),
the first class of applications only has two tasks in a single
Fluid region, where the first task is the producer and the sec-
ond one is the consumer. This class includes i) edge detection
where we first remove the noise on the image and then catch
the edges on the image, and ii) MedusaDock [93], which first
calculates energy for each docking pose (in the context of
drug discovery) and then selects several lowest energy poses.
The second class of applications contains multiple Fluid re-
gions, each containing a producer task and a consumer task.
This class includes K-means and Graph coloring, both it-
erating over invocations of a producer-consumer pair. The
third class includes Neural Network (NN) and Bellman-Ford
which contain multi-task chains within a single Fluid region
– within the Fluid region, all but the first and last tasks in
the chain are both an eagerly invocable consumer and a pro-
ducer of data for another dependent task. For the last class
of applications, the task dependency graph features either
or both of multi-consumer (two or more child tasks with

independent start conditions on the same data structure) and
multi-producer (a task dependent on multiple valves, each
relating to updates to a different data structure) topologies.
This class includes FFT and DCT where we calculate the
value of cos/sin functions. K-means, Edge detection, FFT and
DCT are implemented based on Axbench [90]. The graph col-
oring is based on Big-graph with the implementation in [82].
We used our own implementations for Bellman-ford and NN,
and used the implementation of MedusaDock from [39].
Inputs: K-means uses three input images with different
pixel diversities. For Bellman-Ford and graph coloring, we
generate input graphs with different sizes and densities to
study the input sensitivity of our framework. For edge detec-
tion, we choose three EM images from a publicly-available
dataset [56]. For FFT and DCT on the other hand, we gen-
erate input vectors/tensors with different sizes. For NN, we
use Mnist [52] for LeNet [52] and ImageNet [45] for VG-
GNet [79] as the testing data with different networks, and
we use pdbbind [89] to evaluate MedusaDock.
Error Metrics: For K-means, we compute the squared Eu-
clidean distance to the cluster centroid for each pixel and
sum those distances together. For Bellman-Ford, we first
normalize the path length for each destination vertex to
the actual shortest path, and then compute the average er-
ror. For graph coloring, the error metric we employ is the
graph’s spectral number, normalized to the spectral number
produced by the original (already approximate) algorithm.
For edge detection, we use PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio)
as our error metric. Additionally, we use normalized MSE
(Mean Squared Error) of the output as the error metric for
FFT and DCT. Finally, We use prediction accuracy as the
error metric for NN and MedusaDock. When comparing the
fluidized version of an application to the baseline, we calcu-
late the normalized accuracy as: 𝐴𝐵𝑆 (𝑓 𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑_𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 −
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒_𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐)/𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒_𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐

7.2 Fluid Execution Time and Accuracy
Figure 6 plots the normalized latency and accuracy results
for all applications. Here, the start condition of the consumer
task uses the percentage valve, which means that the de-
pendent tasks start their executions when a certain fraction
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Table 3. Runtime statistics.

APP TASK Average number access to the state Average time stay in the state / us
InitStartCheckRunningEndCheckWait/StallComplete Init StartCheck Running EndCheck Wait/Stall Complete

Edge Detection Gaussian 1 1 1 1 0 1 8 55 393146 81 0 23
Sobel 1 1 2 2 1 1 6 299329 83743 32 10502 41

Bellmanford Relax 1 1 4.62 4.62 4.5 1 26.19 6377668.54 1126602.08 84.07 19702.16 75.12

K-means AssignCluster 1 1 1 1 0 1 3.15 116.46 76414.33 147.41 0 63.41
Recenter 1 1 1 1 0 1 3.23 25945.36 25945.36 33.73 0 24.26

Graph Color Select 1 1 1 1 0 1 3.73 113.24 22600.75 58.07 0 31.59
Coloring 1 1 1.14 1.14 1.01 1 3.87 11404.89 146 121.39 11119.27 57.91

FFT FFTsin 1 1 1 1 0 1 14.5 866.75 1388.25 210 0 135.2
FFTcos 1 1 1 1 0 1 6.75 2102.75 1122.25 244 0 162.5

DCT cos 1 1 1 1 0 1 1.70 67.81 157.07 104.75 0 60.48
sum 1 1 1 1 0 1 1.89 122.77 160.45 64.13 0 39.80

NN

layer1 1 1 1 0 0 1 31 77 66384002 0 0 211
layer2 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 64845464 32214 44 1506357 30
layer3 1 1 1 1 1 1 426 64877226 1500895 80 5130 95
layer4 1 1 1 1 0 1 3 66377938 5165 40 0 154

Medusa medusa_dock 1 1 1 1 0 1 5.46 74.97 11122276.46 71.47 0 53.76
select pose 1 1 1 1.51 0.51 1 7.27 2283527.73 228.03 40.15 17563000.20 45.33

of the payload of the producer task has completed. We ob-
serve that the fluidized version of Bellman-Ford matches
the precise output: Since, for non-pathological graphs, each
vertex tends to only update its neighbors very few times [27],
skipping some of the execution does not affect the final re-
sult in any significant way. Fluidized K-means also exhibits
accuracy similar to that of precise execution: In K-means,
it is known that most pixels are unlikely to change their
cluster membership after the first few iterations [46]. Note
that the benefit of Fluid for K-means comes from overlap-
ping the execution of the producer (assign cluster) and the
consumer (re-calculate centroid) tasks, not from reducing
the number of epochs. For graph applications (Bellman-Ford
and Graph Coloring), we observe that the Fluid framework
achieves better speedups on dense graphs (5K_2M/1K_800k)
than on sparse (5K_200K/1K_200K), as dense graphs require
more computation (in the original, non-Fluid version) and,
consequently, the fluidized version can skip more compu-
tations. Similarly, for FFT, DCT, and MedusaDock, larger
input sizes lead to better results than smaller input sizes as
the payload for large input vectors is comparatively greater
than for a small input vector. For NN, LeNet achieves better
performance than VGGNet since approximation on small
datasets/networks has less impact on accuracy. On average,
Fluid brings 22.2% execution time improvements.

7.3 Overhead and Sensitivity Profiling
To provide deeper insights into fluidized execution, we ex-
plore the sensitivity to valve parameters, valve type and
producer/consumer task workload, and characterize the over-
heads for Fluid tasks. We evaluate three of our applications
and sweep the start valve threshold to observe the changing
latency-accuracy tradeoffs. After that, we evaluate the two
different valve types on two of our applications to study the
performance with different types of valves. Additionally, for
one of the applications, we change the algorithms used in

the producer and consumer tasks to show that our frame-
work works on diverse workload chains. Finally, we provide
statistics revealing, for each task of each application, how fre-
quently each runtime state is visited during Fluid execution
and how much time is spent in each state. We also summa-
rize the total overheads during the transitions between the
different states of the state machine for each application.
Valve threshold: Figure 7 shows the results for sensitivity
study on changing the start valve thresholds. One can make
the following observations from these results. First, as the
threshold value decreases, the execution time reduces for all
applications, and the accuracy drops for two applications
(GC and NN). For K-means, the accuracy is not sensitive to
the threshold. Second, with larger inputs, the performance
gains are more sensitive to the threshold modulation (e.g.,
5K_2M for GC and Mnist10000 for NN). This is because
the workload in each task when using the large input is
heavier than that when using the small input, and therefore,
task execution time is more significant compared to the task
launch overhead. Third, for all applications, the programmer
may find several operation points with a significant speedup
boost without much accuracy drop.
Valve type: Figure 8 shows the performance of MedusaDock
and K-means with two different valve types (percentage and
convergence valves). For both applications, the percentage
valve returns true when a certain fraction of the producer
task is complete. For MedusaDock, the convergence valve
returns true when the producer cannot find a lower energy
pose during certain iterations. For K-means, we run both
the original and Fluid versions with the same number of
epochs. For the baseline evaluation, we train K-means until
convergence. For the Fluid version, we run the same number
of epochs and observe the accuracy drop. The convergence
valve returns true when a certain fraction of pixels on the
image have not changed their categories during last sev-
eral iterations. From these results, one can observe that the
proposed Fluid framework can work along with different
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(a) Result for Graph Coloring.
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(b) Result for K-means image.
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(c) Result for NN.

Figure 7. Latency and accuracy performance with different thresholds for the valve.
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Figure 11. Overhead of the Fluid framework.

types of valves based on the application. For example, Medu-
saDock prefers the convergence valve since the lowest pose
energy will be converged at an early stage for many proteins,
whereas K-means is more compatible with the percentage
valve because it will take more time for stability checking.
Different workload chains: Recall from Table 2 that the
producer task filters noise from the image while the con-
sumer task detects edges on the de-noised image with a
gradient filter. Here, we implement two noise removal fil-
ters (Gaussian and Mean) and two gradient filters (Sobel and
Laplacian) for Edge Detection. We show the results for all
four (two by two) workload possibilities in Figure 9. One
can observe that Sobel achieves higher latency benefits than
Laplacian. This is mainly because Laplacian run faster than
Sobel filter. As a result, the execution overlap between pro-
ducer and consumer (which is the latency saving) contributes
more to the overall execution time. On MSC images, the ac-
curacy of Laplacian is more sensitive to the noise filtering
since this input contains more noise than the others.
Runtime Overhead and Scheduling Statistics: To inves-
tigate the overheads involved in our framework, we set all
start valve thresholds to 100%, i.e., the producer task will
execute the same as in the non-Fluid version. The normal-
ized latency is plotted in Figure 11. The yellow bar indicates
how much the framework overhead contributes to the total
application execution time. We find that the overhead is only

significant in K-means, Graph-Coloring (GC), and Medu-
saDock (MD). In general, K-means and GC launch many
more threads than the other applications, and the thread
launching overhead is significant in those two applications.
For MedusaDock, the task performs heavy disk and mem-
ory accesses ( 100GB), and the memory/disk access issue
becomes more serious in the parallel execution scenario.
Table 3 presents statistics describing the task state ma-

chines (see Figure 5 in Section 6). Specifically, for each invo-
cation of the task, it shows i) the number of times the task vis-
its each state and ii) the time spent in each state. From these
results, one can make the following observations: i) Each
task accesses the Init, StartCheck and Complete states only
once, whereas the Execution, Endcheck and Wait/Depend
states are visited multiple times by some tasks due to end-
valve (quality) failures and subsequent re-execution; ii) Non-
root tasks spend long time in the StartCheck state, indicat-
ing some latency in valve checking; iii) For all but three
tasks, the re-execution overheads are small. In Bellman-Ford,
we invoke the same task multiple times, which generates
a long task chain. Some internal tasks re-execute several
times, and with high variance, due to chained re-execution
on any quality-function failure. In Edge Detection, using a
40% threshold for the start valve, we fail in the quality func-
tion check. In MedusaDock, we do not allow pose selection
to start if we only check pose energy a few times, to guaran-
tee the software invest on enough poses. However, around
51% proteins fail this check; and finally, iv) In NN, the first
layer does not finish even when the last layer has finished.
Hence, we do early termination for the first layer. The second
and third layers stall in the Wait state since the fourth layer
has not finished yet. They need to wait for notification of
whether re-execution is required or not.
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Figure 12. Fluid results of multi-threading applications.

7.4 Combining Fluid with Other Approximations
The Fluid framework is general and can be applied in con-
junction with many other approximate computing strategies.
To demonstrate this and explore the marginal utility of Fluid
for already approximate codes, we use Lenet [52] as an ex-
ample application and Mnist as input dataset, with different
batch sizes. As shown in Figure 10, we first fluidize Lenet and
achieve about 28% execution time saving. Next, we consider
Squeezenet [36], which can be considered an approximate
version of Lenet (Squeezenet is actually an approach for accel-
erating 3 by 3 convolution kernels). Squeezenet achieves 72%
latency reduction over Lenet. Finally, we fluidize Squeezenet
and achieve around 82% execution time saving without much
accuracy drop. This small exercise clearly shows that our
Fluid framework can be used on original (fully accurate)
applications as well as on their approximate counterparts.

7.5 Fluidizing Multithreaded Codes
We evaluate Fluid on four applications (K-means, Edge de-
tection, Graph Coloring and FFT). Figure 12 plots the per-
formance results. We can observe that fluidization benefits
the multithreaded K-means significantly when the degree of
parallelism is low, while the magnitude of improvement is re-
duced in higher degrees of parallelism. On the other hand, in
edge detection and graph coloring, Fluid achieves consistent
latency reductions across the different degrees of parallelism.
In K-means on the other hand, we have multiple Fluid re-
gions in the entire program, which collectively generate
many work-threads and guard-threads. As the degree of par-
allelism is increased, the workload for each thread decreases,
and the overheads brought by these work- and guard-threads
become more pronounced in the multithreaded versions.
In FFT, when the degree of parallelism becomes 16, we al-
most reach the limits of the underlying compute resource
(CPU cores). Further, our Fluid framework achieves 22.9%,
20.6%, 43.4% and 21.6% latency reductions, respectively, for K-
means, Edge Detection, Graph Coloring and FFT, when using
16 threads, which means Fluid parallelism is complementary
to the conventional parallelism based on multithreading.

8 Planned Future Work
Accommodating dynamic task-graphs. Our current im-
plementation does not handle all cases required for dynamic
task graph execution, including producer early-termination

with non-fixed consumer count. We therefore present results
limited to regions where the nodes (tasks) and edges (de-
pendencies) between the tasks in a Fluid region can be fully
specified before the task-graph starts execution. Extending
the Fluid framework to dynamically generate the task-graph
and the Fluid runtime scheduler to robustly process dynamic
condition sets during runtime is part of ongoing work.
Integrating Fluid with existing frameworks. Currently,
the user has to structure the program in a graph style which
can be compiled by Fluid. We plan to integrate our frame-
work with other existing task-graph frameworks such as
Intel TBB [43], OneAPI [37], and OpenCilk [76]. This can be
achieved by either reimplementing Fluid’s features on top of
these other frameworks, or by providing Fluid support for
existing frameworks. We believe such integration can reduce
the effort for a user to rewrite applications in a Fluid style.
Exploring other programming language paradigms.
Our current implementation employs OOP primarily to iso-
late the Fluid and Non-Fluid parts of the program, where only
Fluid objects have access to Fluid data. We believe Aspect-
Oriented Programming (AOP) paradigm is another option
using which Fluid can be implemented. Hence, we plan to
explore implementing Fluid on top of AOP as well. In such
implementation, each major Fluid concept (e.g., data, task,
valve) would typically be implemented as a module.

9 Related Work
Approximate computing: Recent works have focused on
approximate computing [8, 31–33, 51, 58, 63, 70] that target
applications for which one may accept less-than-exact out-
put. At the software level, Bornholt et al. [12] suggested an
“Uncertain” type as an abstraction for exposing uncertain
data and leveraged runtime sampling and hypothesis tests
to evaluate computation and conditionals. Carbin et al. [15]
formalized and proposed programming language support for
relaxed programming. Zhu et al. [95] investigated a novel
computation model for accuracy-aware transformations, and
proposed a randomized optimization algorithm to approxi-
mate such computation model. StreamApprox [67] executes
a given program with a sampled subset of input stream data
based on the resource budget. Sampson et al. [74] proposed
probabilistic assertions using which the programmer can
express probabilistic correctness properties. At the architec-
ture level, Venkataramani et al. [87] investigated a vector
processor architecture, QUORA, that balances energy con-
sumption and result quality. Esmaeilzadeh et al. [26] studied
an architecture that augments a traditional processor with
a neural processing unit (NPU). Topaz [1] proposed a task-
based language support for the applications running on the
platforms which generate arbitrarily inaccurate results. Sev-
eral recent works [16, 60] allow users to reason about the
behavior of the applications running on approximate com-
puting platforms. At the circuit level, Kulkarni et al. [50]
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designed a power efficient 2 × 2 approximate multiplier, and
Venkataramani et al. [88] proposed Substitute-And-SIMplIfy
(SASIMI) for approximate circuits.
Eager execution: There have been a lot of works in the
past based on eager execution with various approaches pro-
posed for predication and speculative execution [21, 40, 64,
65, 80, 85, 92]. Rinard et al. [71] focused on solving processor
idleness by terminating the threads which run longer than
most other threads. A distortion model helps the user to eval-
uate the effect of terminating some of the application threads
early. Lin et al. [55] proposed both selective push-pull and
statistical barriers primitives to eliminate the synchroniza-
tion requirements for the mainstream applications. Klauser
et al. [47] explored selective eager execution, which over-
comes mis-speculation penalties by executing all possible
paths of the branch. August et al. [6] proposed explicitly
parallel instruction computing (EPIC), which uses a compiler
to perform control speculation, data dependence speculation,
and predication. Paszke et al. [66] employed eager execution
in deep learning frameworks, and Lim et al. [54] evaluated
both eager and lazy solutions for the set cover problem.
Concurrent object-oriented programming (COOP):
Prior works have exploredOOPwith concurrency [19, 20, 30].
For example, Agha [3], Cantor [5], Pony [22], and P [25]
employed the actor model as a framework for concurrent
systems. Lee et al. [53] presented an object-oriented parallel
programming paradigm, where programmers can build dis-
tributed structures. Yonemwa et al. proposed a COOP model
called ABCL/1 [94] for modeling and concurrent systems. It
incorporated three message-passing patterns. COOL [18] is
an object-based programming language model for parallel
computing. Its runtime system automatically manages task
creation and scheduling.
Continuations/coroutines: Several compilers employ
continuation passing style (CPS) terms as their intermediate
representation for programs [4, 73, 77, 86]. All procedures
in CPS take a continuation that represents the rest of the
computation. Continuation is conceptually a special case
of Fluid computation, where the rest of computation starts
when the current procedure is fully evaluated. The coroutine
is a useful language abstraction for describing a consumer-
producer relationship, where the producer may “yield” to the
consumer whenever new items are created. In the simplest
case, the producer may yield for every new version of data.
Parallel frameworks Recent works studied on increasing
the degree of thread/task-level parallelism by removing se-
lect data dependencies. STATS [24] groups tasks by input
data and generates temporary inputs with auxiliary code.
However, it mainly focuses on streaming benchmarks. AL-
TER [84] allows programmers to annotate a program to relax
data dependencies and increase the parallelism of loop exe-
cution. However, it is limited to instruction-level approxima-
tion. HELIX-UP [14] presents compiler and runtime support
for improving the scalability of the parallel code by relaxing

dependencies. There also exist several standard frameworks
for thread-level parallel programming [11, 17, 49].
Shared memory system for chaotic access: SAM [75]
provides a shared memory access system for distributed ma-
chines. This system supports approximate computations if
the task can access the object before it could be fully com-
puted. It implements a global name space and caching which
is essential for chaotic memory accessing and parallel. SAM
primitives are intended to support different systems that
provide chaotic accesses [9, 35, 59, 68].
Value prediction: Recent works have proposed to predict
approximate values via architectural support [58, 81, 83, 91].
Most of such approaches focus on value prediction in the
memory hierarchy. More specifically, dependent instructions
can start their execution with predicted data values, instead
of waiting for long dependency chains to be resolved.
Lock removal: Recent approaches have targeted removing
synchronizations in a selective fashion. Such approaches
include adaptive locking [38], speculative lock elision [44],
relaxing synchronizations by trading off performance for
quality whenever necessary [69], and automatically explor-
ing parallelization opportunities with a given output error
bound [62]. Some other studies remove locks at the begin-
ning of the concurrent program with data race, and then add
the lock back when the statistical accuracy guarantee is sat-
isfied [61] or the concurrency bugs/violations are fixed [41].
Self-adaptive QoS systems: Self-adaptive systems [23, 28,
48] dynamically tune user-specified parameters in a pro-
gram to meet the requirements on output quality. However,
they focus primarily on signal-processing applications, with
well-studied kernels while Fluid targets general-purpose ap-
plications. Having said that, such self-adaptive systems have
developed robust mechanisms that control multiple knobs
over time, which we can certainly adopt in Fluid.
How do we differ? Compared to prior approximate com-
puting works focusing either on particular application do-
mains or on realizing approximation in select system layers,
Fluid is more general, and represents in any application that
employs a producer-consumer execution pattern. Further,
by integrating compiler support with runtime management,
our Fluid framework is able to improve application perfor-
mance without significantly compromising output quality.
The thread-level-parallelism works are orthogonal to Fluid
since the task concept employed in our Fluid region can be
a thread of a multi-threaded application. Compared to the
value prediction-based efforts, Fluid does not require any
new hardware support, and it can proceed with eager values
for code regions that are much larger than a single instruc-
tion. Finally, compared to the lock removal approaches that
try to increase parallelism by eliminating synchronizations,
Fluid gives the user more flexibility in controlling the start
condition of a single task based on each dependent task.
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10 Conclusions
This paper introduces Fluid computation, a new approach
to eager computation based on Fluid classes that can ex-
pose intermediate versions of select (Fluid) data members
to their Fluid member methods, allowing the relaxation of
traditional data dependency ordering constraints. It presents
the language extensions needed to support Fluid computa-
tions, automated compiler support to translate a program
augmented with Fluid pragmas into a conventional C++ code
consumable by any C++ compiler, and an accompanying run-
time system that controls task scheduling for Fluid methods.
Our experimental results show that Fluid computation can
be an effective way of harnessing the benefits of approximate
computing in a disciplined fashion.
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